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Are you looking for a tool that can extract data from Oracle 
Cloud tables similar to how you do it with a SQL Developer™ or 
TOAD®?

FOR BUSINESS USERS
� Ability to run ad-hoc queries (provided by IT team) on their own.
� Ability to export and analyze the data using excel functionalities.
� Ability to quickly compare setups across multiple PODs.
� Quickly run and provide output to SR queries as requested by Oracle while debugging 

application or PRODUCTION issues.

FOR IT USERS
� Quickly monitor running processes in Oracle Cloud like HDLs, HCM Extracts, etc...
� Faster and effortless development of ad-hoc queries using auto-completion and 

snippet shortcuts.
� Standardize code using snippets for standard queries and thus, avoiding distraction 

from the code development.
� Easy to visualize and act upon tabular results.

CloudMiner can run queries in Oracle 
ERP Cloud, HCM Cloud, SCM Cloud, 
etc. within seconds and display the 
results as a traditional on-premise 
database query tool.

CloudMiner

Why CloudMiner?

Multi Format Export Smart Code Completion Package Specification Details Manage Connections

� Cloud Miner is a fast and powerful 
GUI-based Oracle SaaS Cloud query 
tool

� CloudMiner is easy to install and use to 
query Oracle SaaS Cloud.  It saves time 
and effort

� CloudMiner talks to all Oracle Cloud 
SaaS Applications (HCM, ERP, SCM, PPM, 
etc.) 

� The tool uses a native desktop interface 
that runs reliably and efficiently against 
Oracle SaaS Cloud PODs Such as Dev, 
Test, Prod, etc. 

� The results are displayed within 
seconds as a traditional 
on-premise database query tool

� CloudMiner ships with an extensive 
list of features such as smart code 
completion, code inspections, 
on-the-fly syntax highlighting, and 
refactoring capabilities

� CloudMiner helps increase 
technical developer’s productivity 
as they can develop SQL code 
quickly

Key Features

Look no further than CloudMiner. A tool to Connect with 
multiple cloud PODs, Run ad-hoc queries, and validate your 
code to improve performance.
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